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The present paper presents an extension of the so-called tip excitation technique for measuring the
rotational compliance of curved structures. On the basis of the original form of the technique,
developed for attached plane structures, the technique is improved to take into account the presence
of the in-plane vibration and the rigid motion. Two derivatives of the technique are developed: the
first one using two accelerometers allows a more accurate indication of rotational response, thus
providing a good accuracy in middle frequency range; the second one using double excitation
effectively eliminates the in-plane force excitation, thus providing an excellent measurement
accuracy at both low and middle frequencies. Numerical simulations using finite element modeling
are performed to analyze different parameters affecting the performance of the technique.
Experimental validations are then reported. It is shown that the technique is successfully extended
to curved structures while retaining the advantages of the original version of the method in terms of
its simplicity and its capacity for mass loading compensations. ©1997 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~97!00902-8#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Yq, 43.40.At@CBB#
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INTRODUCTION

Mechanical compliance and mobility concepts have
come one of the standard tools to characterize the dyna
behavior of structures. Their wide application demands t
both theoretical and experimental techniques be develop1

Compared to the translational compliance, the rotatio
compliance measurement is much more difficult due to
access to the quantities related to the rotational degree
freedom. Two major obstacles to overcome include the
quisition of rotational responses and the production of a m
ment excitation.2,3 The situation is even more critical whe
one handles light thin-walled structures, since any measu
device physically connected to the system will tend to aff
the dynamics of the original structure.

Due to these difficulties, there exists only a very sh
list of references dealing with the rotational compliance
mobility measurement, as reported by some very rec
works.4–7 The classical approach is the double-exci
method, using a pair of dynamic exciters operated in ph
opposition to provide moment excitation via a simple lev
Since its development, it remains the method that is mo
used. Effort has been made recently to improve the met
by taking into account the loading effects of the exciter4,5

However, main difficulties related to the method lie in t
production of a perfect phase match between two exciter
ensure a perfect phase opposition. In addition to that,
quality of the excitation can still be poor due to the ma
introduced by the exciting configuration.

As an attempt to address the rotational measurem
problem, a so-called tip excitation technique~TET!, was re-
cently proposed.6,7 In this approach, a beamlike tip is used
transfer a force excitation into a torque and the rotatio
response into a translational one, thus converting a rotati
measurement problem into a translational one, permitting
887 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 101 (2), February 1997 0001-4966/97/1
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use of conventional apparatus. Using a single force excite
an impact hammer, the TET avoids the matching difficult
encountered in the double-exciter method. Also, a dyna
analysis of the tip motion allows one to eliminate the ma
effect of the tip on the structure to be measured. On the b
of a cantilevered rectangular plate, the technique was
merically and experimentally assessed, showing that the T
is feasible to use in low- and middle-frequency ranges
plane structures. However, the hypotheses made in the
velopment of the technique restrain its application only
attached plane structures, whose in-plane motion can
mostly neglected compared with the flexible motion. Th
technique will hereafter be called the original TET.

As a continuation of the previous work, this paper fir
discusses the applicability of the original TET to curv
structures that may involve significant in-plane motion. T
so-called in-plane motion, due to the curvature or fr
boundaries, represents the movement of the measuring p
in the tangential plane of the structure. After a brief revie
of the technique, the original TET without any modificatio
is first applied to a series of curved panels with varying c
vatures. Curvature effects are then analyzed, leading to s
modifications of the technique. Two alternatives using t
accelerometers with single or double excitations are furt
investigated. The modified TET using two acceleromet
with single excitation eliminates unwanted translational
sponse to enhance the accuracy of the rotation measurem
while the modified TET with double excitation eliminate
effects of the in-plane force excitation. Finally, experimen
using a free panel are carried out to assess the techn
Both numerical and experimental results illustrate the per
mance of each version of the technique, as well as the ap
cability of each.
88701(2)/887/8/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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I. REVIEW OF THE TECHNIQUE AND DESCRIPTION
OF THE PROCEDURE

The TET consists of attaching a small beamlike tip to
point on the structure where the rotational compliance ha
be evaluated as illustrated in Fig. 1. For illustrating purpo
assume that the rotational compliance about the free edg
under investigation. By applying a driving force at the tip,
excitation moment is produced at the tip–structure inters
tion. In addition to that, the tip’s motion provides inform
tion about the rotation undergone by the structure. On
basis of simultaneous measurements of the exciting fo
and the resulting acceleration, the rotational compliance
the structure is to be derived. A rigid body dynamic analy
of the tip is then performed, taking into account the coupl
at the intersection of the structure and the tip, resulting
analytical formulas for rotational compliance. This procedu
yields the following expression for both the compliance a
plitudeAcr and the phase anglefcr :

Acr5
1

v2YASKT D 222I yy
K

T
cosfa1I yy

2 , ~1!

tanfcr5
2I yy sin fa

I yy2~K/T!cosfa
, ~2!

where I yy is the total effective moment of inertia of the ti
about the rotation axis, passing through the contact reg
between the tip and the panel and parallel to the panel’s
edge in the specific configuration shown in Fig. 1;T andfa

are, respectively, the amplitude and the phase angle of
translational accelerance~acceleration/force! measured on
the tip; andK is a geometric parameter which depends on
position of the excitation and that of the acceleration
sponse. It is worth noting that the above expressions h
proven to be effective in partially eliminating the inerti
effects of the tip on the rotational compliance. Howev
these analytical relations were obtained on the basis of
eral hypotheses and simplifications, taking advantage of

FIG. 1. Curved panels with various curvatures.
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fact that the structure under investigation is an attached pla
panel so that all quantities relating to the in-plane motion h
been neglected.6 This should certainly be the main obstacl
to remove regarding the extension of the technique to gene
curved structures.

In order to investigate the applicability of the TET to
curved structures, a series of curved panels with varying c
vatures are chosen as illustrated in Fig. 1. Taking a pla
panel as a starting point, the panel is then bent so that
sector anglea varies from 0°~plane panel! to 180° ~semi-
cylindrical shell!, while keeping all other dimensions and
characteristics unchanged~lengtha5400 mm; widthb5300
mm; thicknessh53 mm; densityr57820.0 kg/m3; Young’s
modulusE52.068E111 N/m2 and Poisson ratiom50.30!.
An aluminum tip is used to estimate the rotational comp
ance of the panels at a point 5 cm from the corner along
free straight edge. The tip is designed according to the pr
ciples previously developed6 and all its dimensions~as indi-
cated in Fig. 5!. As to the boundary conditions of the pane
at the left end, either clamped edge or a free edge is to
investigated in the analyses.

Finite element analyses~FEA! using I-DEAS software
are performed for the curved panels and the curved panel–
combinations. For the former, the angular response of
panel under a pure moment excitation is calculated to p
vide theexpected resultsof the rotational compliance. For
the latter, assuming a unit force excitation on the tip, FE
calculates the quantities that should be measured in pract
The rotational compliance is then calculated using the d
rived compliance formula@Eqs. ~1! and ~2! for the original
TET or other corresponding expressions that will be deriv
later when the TET is modified#. The results obtained are
referred to as thesimulated results.

The mesh of the curved panel–tip combination is illu
trated in Fig. 2. The panel is discretized into 340 linear th

FIG. 2. FEA mesh of a typical curved panel-tip combination.
888L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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shell elements and the tip is divided into 8 linear solid e
ments. Convergence tests were made to ensure that the
ber of elements used was sufficient for the frequency ra
considered in this paper. For the curved panel, an exci
moment is applied at node 315 where the rotational com
ance is to be evaluated. For the panel–tip combination
exciting force is applied at node 508 and the translatio
acceleration at node 517 is calculated on the tip, allowing
estimation of the rotational compliance at node 315 on
curved panel.

II. DIRECT APPLICATION OF THE ORIGINAL TET

The original TET previously established is first appli
to the curved panels. Figures 3 and 4 show the amplitud
the rotational compliance of the curved panels with two d
ferent sector angles:a530° and a5180°, respectively.
Curves corresponding to the two cases are plotted for dif
ent frequency ranges so that a compatible amount of mo
are included. The results are expressed in dB referencin
1.0E25 rad/N m @10 log~Acr/1.0E25!#. In both cases, the
simulated resultsare compared with theexpected results. It
can be seen that although the two panels exhibit differ
dynamic characteristics, the overall tendency in terms
compliance estimation accuracy is quite similar. Genera
speaking, the amplitude level discrepancy varies with

FIG. 3. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel witha530°.
Original TET. Expected results:~———!; simulated results:~------!.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel witha5180°.
Original TET. Expected results:~———!; simulated results:~------!.
889 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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frequency zone and the curvature. When the curvature
comes greater, the discrepancy seems to increase. More
cifically, we notice a very bad accuracy of the technique
low frequencies involving the first 3–4 modes~zone A!. In
fact, both configurations present a discrepancy oscillat
around 10 dB between the expected results and the simu
ones. The rigid motion of the tip in the excitation direction
believed to be the most responsible for this discrepan
since a single accelerometer is no longer sufficient to ac
rately indicate the rotational response of the structure. At
middle-frequency range up to 10 modes~zone B!, the tech-
nique seems to work reasonably well. With the increase
the frequency~zone C!, we notice a degradation of the tech
nique, which was also observed in the case of plane st
tures, mainly resulting from the coupling between the tip a
the tested structure. It should be noted that the existenc
the three zones is quite obvious while the dividing line b
tween each zone may vary from structure to structure. Th
results seem to indicate that the original TET can be dire
used for the curved structures only in the middle-frequen
range~zone B!. The advantage consists in its simplicity sin
only one accelerometer and a single excitation are requi
However, modifications must be made to improve the te
nique at low frequencies.

III. MODIFIED TET USING TWO ACCELEROMETERS

The first step to improve the technique consists in us
two accelerometers to get a more accurate indication of
rotational response of the curved structures. To this en
dynamic analysis is performed for the tip by considering it
a rigid body. Figure 5 illustrates all possible existing forc
and moments applied on the tip through the reaction of
curved structure. Note that all these quantities are dec
posed into components in three directions in the establis
coordinate system. The frame is set in a way that theZ axis
passes through the mass center of the tip. The comp
equation of motion related to the rotation aboutY axis is as
follows:8

FIG. 5. Dynamic model of the tip.
889L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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mt~aoxz̄2aozx̄!1I yyüy1~ I xx2I zz!u̇xu̇z

1I yz~ u̇yu̇x2 üz!2I xy~ u̇yu̇z1 üx!1I xz~ u̇x
22 u̇z

2!

5My~ t !2hfF~ t !, ~3!

whereI xx , I yy , I zz, I yz , I xy , I xz are the moments of inertia
of tip with respect to different axes;ux ,uy ,uz the angular
displacements about theX, Y, Z axes, respectively;x̄, z̄, ȳ
the coordinates of the mass center of the tip inO-XYZ
frame;aOx , aOz the two acceleration components of the
at its base alongX andZ axis;mt the mass of the tip;My(t)
the reacting moment andhf the distance between the applie
forceF(t) and theX axis.

Due to the symmetric geometry of the tip aboutXOZ
plane,I xy5I yz50. Equation~1! becomes

mt~aoxz̄2aozx̄!1I yyüy1~ I xx2I zz!u̇xu̇z1I xz~ u̇x
22 u̇z

2!

5My~ t !2hfF~ t !. ~4!

In the above equation, the last two terms at the left-ha
side represent the coupling between the rotation aboutY and
X axis, and the one betweenY andZ axis. Compared with
other terms in the equation, these two terms are higher o
terms for small amplitude vibration and can therefore be
glected. Additionally, the fact that theZ axis passes throug
the mass center of the tip yieldsx̄50 and ȳ50. Hence Eq.
~4! is simplified as

mtaox~ t !z̄1I yyüy~ t !5My~ t !2hfF~ t !. ~5!

For the plane structure, considering the high stiffness in
in-plane direction, the first term at the left-hand side can
neglected since the in-plane acceleration componentaox is
much smaller than all other quantities. For curved pan
however, it should be kept, which demands the use of
other accelerometer along theX axis.

Assuming a harmonic excitation, the reacting momen
the panel-tip intersection can be derived from Eq.~5! as fol-
lows:

My~ t !5~hfF02I yyu0v
2ejfu1mtz̄AOxe

jfOx!ejvt, ~6!

whereF0 is the amplitude of exciting force;v the angular
frequency;u0 andfu the amplitude and phase angle of t
er

ive

d
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angular displacement response;AOx andfOx the amplitude
and phase angle of the linear acceleration at the base o
tip alongX axis.

For a point on the tip, the translational acceleration
theX direction can be written as8

ax~ t !5aOx~ t !1 ẍ2x~Vy
21Vz

2!1y~VxVy2V̇z!

1z~VxVz1V̇y!12~ żVy2 ẏVz!, ~7!

in which V stands for the angular velocities with respect
different axes. In principle, the translational acceleration
pends not only on the rotation aboutX, Y, andZ axes but
also the translational acceleration at the origin. In the pres
case where the point of interest is a fixed point on the
with respect to the reference frame, the coordinates of
point of interest are constants~x'0 due to the small thick-
ness of the tip, y50, z5ha!. Hence, ẋ5 ẏ5 ż50,
ẍ5 ÿ5 z̈50. By neglecting the higher order terms and r
placingV̇y by üy , one obtains the following expression:

ax~ t !2aOx~ t !5haüy~ t !. ~8!

AssumingDax(t) 5 ax(t) 2 aOx(t) 5 DAxe
j (vt1Dfa), Eq.~8!

becomes

u0v
25

DAx

ha
, ~9!

whereDAx stands for the amplitude of the difference b
tweenax(t) andaOx(t), andha is the distance between theX
axis and the point of measurement of acceleration.

According to the definition of the rotational complianc
and, one can derive the rotational complianceCR5uy/My

under complex forms:

CR5
1

v2Y S I yy2 K

DT
e2 jDfa2Kce

j ~fOx2Dfa!D , ~10!

where K5hfha is a geometric parameter;DT5DAx/FO ,
andKc5mtz̄AOx(ha/DAx).

From Eq. ~10!, the rotational compliance can be e
pressed in terms of amplitudeAcr and phase anglefcr as
Acr5
1

v2YAS K

DTD 222I yy
K

DT
cosDfa1I yy

2 1Kc
212Kc

K

DT
cosfOx22I yyKc cos~fOx2Dfa!,

tanfcr52
I yy sin Dfa1Kc sin~fOx2Dfa!

I yy2~K/DT!cosDfa1Kccos~fOx2Dfa!
. ~11!
ded

ied
u-
re-
Compared with the original TET using a single accel
ometer expressed by Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the modified TET
requires the use of two accelerometers situated respect
at the top and the base of the tip. By doing so, we hope
measure more accurately the rotation. Furthermore, the a
tional terms in Eq.~11! with respect to Eqs.~1! and ~2!
-

ly
to
di-

include the possible rigid motion of the tip along theX axis
and therefore help to improve the performance of the ad
inertia compensation.

The modified TET using two accelerometers is appl
to the two curved panels previously investigated. The sim
lated compliances are again compared with the expected
890L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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sults for a530° and a5180° in terms of amplitude and
phase angle. The results are presented in Figs. 6~a!, ~b!, 7~a!,
and~b!. In order to better show the performance of the te
nique at the low-frequency range, the amplitude results
presented in a logarithm frequency scale. It can be seen
the modified TET greatly improves the accuracy of the sim
lated compliance in amplitude level and the resonance
quency. At very low frequencies, the 10-dB difference n
ticed previously with the original TET is reduced to some
and 7 dB for the 30° panel and 180° panel, respectively.

Before going to further improvement of the techniqu
we propose several indicators to quantify the errors due
the measurement technique. It is believed that the obta
results should be split out in terms of the modal respons
make the conclusions more representative on one hand,
to cover a wider spectrum of panels on the other hand.
this end, the previous expected and simulated results w
firstly decomposed into modal responses. Then the er
were calculated for each mode. Two indicators are then p
posed to indicate the errors associated with resonance
positions and the amplitude levels. Figure 8 illustrates t
typical modal compliance curves corresponding to the sim
lated and expected results respectively. The two follow
indicators are used:

~1! Amplitude errorrelative to the compliance level: Fo
a given modei , it is defined asĀs

i 2Āe
i , whereĀs

i andĀe
i are,

respectively, the average amplitude levels of the simula
and expected modal compliance over a band of 100

FIG. 6. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel witha530°.
Modified TET. Expected results:~———!; simulated results:~------!. ~a!
Amplitude; ~b! phase angle.
891 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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around their own resonance frequenciesf s
i and f e

i . Note that
the average result is also expressed in dB. This param
indicates how close the estimated compliance level is co
pared with the expected one.

~2! Resonance frequency errorrelative to the resonanc
frequency shift: For a given modei , it is defined as
( f s

i 2 f e
i )/ f s

i in percentage, wheref s
i and f e

i are, respectively,
the resonance frequencies corresponding to the simul
and expected compliances. This parameter indicates
close the estimated natural frequency is compared with
of the single panel.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel witha5180°.
Modified TET. Expected results:~———!; simulated results:~------!. ~a!
Amplitude; ~b! phase angle.

FIG. 8. Illustration of the error indicator definition in terms of modal com
pliance.
891L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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Using these definitions, the modified TET using two a
celerometers is applied to panels with seven different cu
tures~a50°; 30°; 60°; 90°; 120°; 150°; and 180°!. For each
panel, the first 15 modes are investigated. The error res
are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 showing, respectively,
variation of the amplitude error and that of the resona
frequency error versus the mode number and the se
angle. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the technique seem
limit the resonance frequency shift to an acceptable leve
fact, for all panels, the resonance frequency error is usu
less than 2% for all modes considered, indicating that
inertia effect due to the tip is well compensated. Figure
shows that the amplitude error associated with lower or
modes increase with the curvature of the structure. Then
technique seems to work well before going into a zone
high order modes, where the error is somewhat amplified
less dependent on the curvature of the panels. These re
are consistent with the conclusions drawn previously, p
mitting the distinction of three different zones. Consideri
the inherent limitations of the technique at high frequenc
it is concluded that further improvement is still needed
increase the accuracy of the technique mainly at the v
low-frequency range.

IV. MODIFIED TET WITH DOUBLE EXCITATION

In both the original TET and the modified TET usin
two accelerometers, one of the most important functions
the tip is to transform a force excitation into a moment o
However, by driving the tip, unwanted in-plane force~in the

FIG. 9. Comparison of the resonance frequency error of modal respo

FIG. 10. Comparison of the amplitude error of modal response.
892 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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tangential plane for curved panels! and other tip inertia quan
tities are simultaneously applied. Discussions on the effe
of all six inertia forces and moments of the tip have be
made using finite element results on an attached panel.6 Us-
ing a selected configuration, the results seemed to indi
that, compared toMy(t), the other inertia quantities had neg
ligible effects on the system for most frequencies. The tra
verse motion~in the Z direction! seemed to have a mor
noticeable influence on the measurements around the r
nant values of the system. In fact, in the present configu
tion, among these quantities, only the in-plane force and
momentMy(t) are directly related to the excitation, while a
others are produced via the tip motion. By neglecting
effects of other inertial forces and moments, the angular
placementuy can be regarded as the resultant of two com
nents:um caused by a pure moment excitation anduf by the
in-plane force excitation:

uy5um1u f . ~12!

Therefore, the real angular displacement response due to
moment excitation is the difference between the total ang
responseuy and the angular response due to the force ex
tation uf . The rotational compliance should then be

~CR!m5CR2~CR! f , ~13!

where (CR)m5um/My is the rotational compliance to b
measured,CR is the rotational compliance estimated as b
fore, and (CR) f5u f /My is the component resulted from th
in-plane force excitation.

Equation ~13! shows that it is this in-plane force tha
results in some rotational compliance error, which is mo
obvious at low frequencies. To eliminate this unfavorab
effect, a so-called modified TET with double excitation
used. It consists in applying the modified TET as has b
established previously to obtain the total quantityCR. Then,
an exciting force is applied at the base of the tip along
tangential direction of the structure where the tip is co
nected. With the use of two accelerometers already on
tip, one gets the angle response under the in-plane force
citation as follows:

u f5~DAx! f /hav
2, ~14!

FIG. 11. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel witha530°.
Modified TET with double excitation. Expected results:~———!; simulated
results:~------!.

e.
892L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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in which (DAx) f is the same term as defined in Eq.~9! with
a subscriptf indicating that it is an in-plane force that
applied. By assuming a simple relation between the mom
excitation and the exciting forceF(t) and neglecting the tip
motion, one gets

My~ t !5hfF~ t !. ~15!

(CR) f can then be estimated by

~CR! f5~DAx! f /hahfv
2F0 . ~16!

Upon obtaining (CR) f , The real rotational complianc
of the structure can then be derived from Eq.~13!.

Note that it is equally possible to derive a more co
plete relation instead of Eq.~15! by considering the tip mo-
tion since all required quantities are available, resulting i
lengthy expression. However, numerical simulations show
that this treatment was merely necessary since the modi
tions made aim at low frequencies. It is also important
note that although the technique requires double excitatio
does not mean, however, that the double excitation shoul
simultaneously applied. As indicated by the technique, t
measurements, each one using a single force exciter, ca
made quite independently. The results are then made us
to derive the rotational compliance.

The modified TET with double excitation is first val
dated using numerical simulations on two clamped pan
with two sector angles:a530° anda5180°. The obtained
results are illustrated, respectively, in Figs. 11 and 12
terms of compliance amplitude. In both figures we notic
very good agreement between the simulated and expe
results. As expected, the modified TET with double exc
tion seems to completely resolve the problems at low
quencies. No noticeable influences are observed at mid
and high-frequency ranges. To further illustrate the comp
sation effect, the amplitude errors defined previously w
calculated with respect to the results issued from the m
fied TET and the modified TET with double excitation r
spectively for 30° and 180° sector angle panels. Again
results were expressed versus the mode number in Figs

FIG. 12. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the panel w
a5180°. Modified TET with double excitation. Expected results:~———!;
simulated results:~------!.
893 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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and 14, respectively. It can be seen that the compensa
effect of the modified TET with double excitation is very
effective for the first five modes.

The technique was equally tested using a totally fre
panel witha5180°, which involves more significant rigid
motion with respect to the clamped one. The comparison
plotted in Fig. 15 in terms of the compliance amplitude
Again, a very good agreement between the simulated a
expected results can be noticed.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Experimental measurements were performed to ass
the modified TET with double excitation. A free steel sem
cylindrical shell was used. The panel was 416.6 mm lon
~unfolded length!, 300 mm wide, and 3 mm thick. To simu-
late a free boundary condition, the curved panel was su
pended on a steady base frame with four rubber bands
very weak stiffness at the panel’s corners. This suspens
method has been proved to be effective to simulate fr
boundaries.9 An aluminum tip was fixed with three screws
and glued to the panel using high strength fast glue~LEP-
AGE epoxy syringe!. The tip was fixed at a point 5 cm from
the corner of the straight edge.

FIG. 13. Amplitude error of modal response for a panel witha530°. Com-
parison between the modified TET with two accelerometers and the mo
fied TET with double excitation.

FIG. 14. Amplitude error of modal response for a panel witha5180°.
Comparison between the modified TET with two accelerometers and
modified TET with double excitation.
893L. Cheng and Y. C. Qu: TET for curved structures
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Details about experimental setup and the measurem
block diagram were identical to those reported in Ref.
Basically, a B&K 2035 signal analyzer was used to gener
a random excitation signal. A B&K 4809 vibration excite
was used to apply a excitation force to the test system
the generated forces were measured by a B&K 8200 fo
transducer. The acceleration response was measured
tiny B&K 4393 accelerometer installed in the differe
places on the tip as specified by the technique. Both fo
and acceleration signals were then analyzed using the B
2035 signal analyzer. Measured data were then transferre
a HP work station to make calculations.

The measured compliance curve using the modified T
with double excitation was compared to the expected res
in Fig. 16. The first peak appeared in the spectrum co
sponded to the first nonzero natural frequency of the pa
The reason that the curve began at 40 Hz was due to the
that we could not obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio bel
this frequency. The agreement between the experimental
expected results are generally good. A good coincidenc

FIG. 15. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the free panel w
a5180°. Modified TET with double excitation. Expected results:~———!;
simulated results:~------!.

FIG. 16. Comparison of the rotational compliance of the free panel w
a5180°. Modified TET with double excitation. Experimental resul
~———!; simulated results:~------!.
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the resonance peaks can be observed for the whole frequ
range used. The amplitude difference is generally within
dB except for some antiresonance regions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As an extension of the previously established tip exc
tion technique, the present work discussed applications of
TET to curved structures. Three versions of the techniq
were proposed and assessed via numerical simulations.
perimental validations were also made using a representa
configuration. It was demonstrated that the original TET c
provide an acceptable accuracy for rotational complia
only in the middle-frequency range. At low frequencies i
volving a few structural modes, the accuracy was clea
insufficient due to the inaccurate indication of the rotation
response and the effect of the in-plane force excitation. Co
pared with the original TET, the modified TET using tw
accelerometers brought an obvious improvement at low
quencies. The advantage of these two versions of the t
nique is their simplicity, since in both cases, only a sing
excitation is needed at the top portion of the tip. The th
version of the TET requires a two-step measurement. It c
sists in separately exciting the tip both at the top and on
base and measuring the corresponding acceleration
sponses. These two tests may be performed separatel
quiring no synchronization. Both numerical and experime
tal results showed that the modified TET with doub
excitation ensures a good estimation accuracy for the r
tional compliance for all low- and middle-frequency range
From this point of view, it becomes possible to apply t
modified TET with double excitation to curved structures
reach the same performance as the original TET does to
plane structures. We believe that the obstacles limiting
application of the TET to curved structures are now
moved.
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